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Buyer Beware (The Omega Auction
Book 2)

Warning for violent, non-consensual acts. This book does feature a strong hurt/comfort theme that
involves references (non-explicit) to a violent rape. 5% of royalties received from the sale of Buyer
Beware are donated to The Trevor Project; the leading national organization providing crisis
intervention and suicide prevention services to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and questioning
(LGBTQ) young people ages 13-24. ColbyUntil I pissed Lloyd off, I'd always thought that the Omega
Auctions were an urban myth, something that packs used to scare Omegas into obeying. As it turns
out, not so much. When Lloyd and Ivan delivered me to the auction house, it was immediately clear
that shit had just gotten real. I could only guess at what Lloyd had written on my intake forms, but it
was obvious that these people believed I was dangerous. Rafe"Usually only one reason that an
Alpha buys someone like me." Colby had said. I watched the emotions flitting through eyes on a
face set like stone and considered his words.Colby might be bigger, stronger, and, yeah, tougher
than most Omegas but he was still an Omega. An unbonded Omega with no pack. An Omega who
thought that the differences that set him apart, the differences that made my wolf scream with the
need to claim him, meant that he'd stay that way.
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Romance

Starts out really well you have a grumpy omega and a sweet powerful alpha with a couple of
subplots while they work out a fragile relationship. I will warn you the omega gets gang raped and
the alpha accuses him of cheating so that made me angry but they do find happy for now . Trevor
and Clint make appearances and Trevor is very happy with his alpha. Names get switch around
some grammar issues but overall I really like this series.

Great story with a different kind of omega. Rafe is an alpha looking for a different sort of omega, not
some delicate little thing who's completely meek and submissive. Colby looks all alpha and can
definitely handle himself, but he shocked everyone by being an omega. Colby is wary of his new
alpha and has a huge chip on his shoulder against the world. The new pack isn't exactly welcoming
either. There are lots of things stacked against this couple and each of them has times that they
want to call it off before bonding, but something keeps them together, keeps them trying. This was
where the story really shone, in how real their struggles to be a couple were. I really liked Rafe (with
the exception of one horrible misunderstanding and betrayal--not cheating) and found him an
admirable kind of alpha. Colby was harder to love just because could be so combative. Their
chemistry was sizzling and the sex was scorching hot. We also got a nice look at Clint and Trevor
(so sweet!). The one thing that I would caution readers about is a violent sexual assault that
happens. It's pretty much "off stage" but still shocking and disturbing. This was such a good book
that, although I can read it KU anytime, I went back and bought it in order not to lose it and to have it
to remind me for rereads.

This is a terrific series that helps support The Trevor Project. I loved this story. Everything about it
and the two main characters was different. Colby was a big, beautiful, above average omega. Rafe
was a some what shifter problem solver. He was very tall, dark and sexy. He was the Alpha of a
small pack that all rode Harleys. When he first brought Colby home, he had to prove himself with a
trial by fire. But once they accepted him, they would die for him. I loved that this book includes the
characters Clint, Trevor and Colt from the previous book and introduced us to the characters Colin
and Kenny for the next book. This story did reference a traumatic gang rape but DID NOT give any
specific details. I thought this story was MAGNIFICENTLY written and refreshingly different. I loved
that each character stayed true and neither one became kissy smoochy or sappy, but they did get

their HEA. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS BOOK AND THIS AFFORDABLE SERIES!!!!Bless You
Kian Rhodes, for giving me the opportunity to help The Trevor Project in some way. Thank You!!!

Buyer Beware is the second in the Omega Auction series. I sure hope the author writes more. This
book tells the story of one very atypical Omega who gets his HEA, but getting there is one trial after
another. Just when you think you're there and the book is done, whoops!, a twist takes over the
story and damn if I wasn't mad at Rafe!! Anyway, Omega Colby has a great deal of depth to him. He
is not easily led, doesn't like being touched, and has an excess of testosterone to give any Alpha a
run for his money. 6'8" Rafe has his number though and together they are a great pair--if they make
to their HEA in one piece.Overall, it's a great read and I would wholeheartedly recommend it to you.
The first book in the series, Soul Mate for Sale, is terrific too. Definitely worth spending the money
on. Enjoy!

Colby always thought The Omega Auctions were a myth. When he annoys his alpha enough, that is
exactly where he winds up there. To make matters worse, his alpha labeled him as extremely
dangerous. Rafe does not want the average omega for his mate. He needs one that is strong and
willing to fight. Colby is just what he needs. He allows Colby time to make up his mind and gives him
some freedom to stay or leave. Circumstances interfere and the two find themselves at odds.
Friends are good for many things and good kick is what is needed.Falling in love is never easy, but
Rafe and Colby made it so much more difficult than was needed. Danger, misunderstandings and
separation were just a few of the things they had to deal with. Pick up a copy and hop on for the ride
to see how they resolve all their issues. I highly recommend this book and this series.

This was the first shifter book I've ever read and I must say I was surprised I enjoyed it so much.
I've always been a straight (no pun intended) MM reader and wondered why so many of these
shifter books seemed so popular. Now I know. This book was hot! It had a good story line and it was
engrossing.The only complaint I have is the lack of tighter editing. Too many times entire words
weren't included in sentences or words were misspelled or cut short. Other than that, it was an
enjoyable read.

Very nicely done second book in the Omega Auction series. While I thoroughly enjoyed the first
book I felt like this one was better. The characters were more developed as well as a more fleshed
out story line. I enjoyed that H/h from the previous book were brought in and we got to see them in a

much more established place. There are three books currently in the series. There is once scene
where a gang rape is alluded to but not shown, so be forewarned.Adult read
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